Experimental Evolution of Escherichia coli Persister Levels Using Cyclic Antibiotic Treatments.
Persister cells are difficult to study owing to their transient nature and their usually small number in bacterial populations. In the past, numerous attempts have been made to elucidate persistence mechanisms. However, because of the challenges involved in studying persisters and the clear redundancy in mechanisms underlying their generation, our knowledge of molecular pathways to persistence remains incomplete. Here, we describe how to use experimental evolution with cyclic antibiotic treatments to generate mutants with an increased persister level in stationary phase, ranging from the initial ancestral level up to 100 %. This method will help to unravel molecular pathways to persistence, and opens up a myriad of new possibilities in persister research, such as the convenient study of nearly pure persister cultures and the possibility to investigate the role of time and environmental aspects in the evolution of persistence.